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maria sledmere 

bleach 

I could hear the waves in the way he spoke.  
It’s good to see you seeming good.  
Press asterisk close to the sun... 
We hung around the beach house, waiting for news. 
I want my temples to be your temples. 
Unreadable daylight marked as read.  
He spoke of the book, cetaceans on the radio,  
points of departure. I saw the spread 
was splashed with green.  
He had drawn a dolphin just for me. 
Later, turning pages to find my note: 
the index is a moss-like colony of polyps.  
He spoke of the waves in the way he spoiled 
his vote, ordering whisky and soda 
with aerosols in his stunning hair.  
Charade of bottlenose sorrow, he smokes. 
Ash spills diacritics…  
Speech is a pressurised jelly… 
Advice sent by the university:  
do not go gently into the water. 
 
baroque milk 

The yearly biscuit corrects its sentiment.  
Crush it with hits, you post a face.  
I run upstairs.  
Canvassing happens.  
Canvassing happening.  
I run upstairs to break the biscuit.  
Fuck is this over.  
Like fuck is this over.  
The year of misdemeanor lands a shrub.  
This contains raisins.  
I leave you a leaflet 
of the air.  
Face detected.  
Sense is, arisen 
the heat is.  
Click okay. 



nicky melville 

2019 cu ts 

Conservative 
 
designers that we are 
able to cut 
against tax 
cuts 
animals to cutting VAT on tampons 
 
We not only want to freeze taxes 
but to cut them too 
tax cut for 31 million workers 
to cut crime 
We will back our police 
We will cut the number 
of foreign nationals 
especially those who 
have fled from persecution 
refugees fleeing 
 
Thriving high streets. We will cut 
 
control 
technology to cut the time 
cut the burden of tax on 
business by 

a 
tax cut 
by cutting corp 
executive pay and rewards 
reform the science funding 
system to cut the time wasted 
cutting the price of a bottle of Scotch 
by 30p 
We will seek to protect 
those persecuted for their faith 
 
Governments, the UK has cut carbon 
emissions 
  working hand 
in hand to cut 
cut prices for consumers 
 
 
 
 

1 All the Conservative cu ts in one place from the 2019 manifesto. The font is inherit. 



sean-ecdoche    
for Sean Bonney and Graham Brodie  
 
watching a dead man 
in real life  dying 
in a film 
thinking about my 
two dead friends 
 
I get kind of something 
when I’m stoned 
bothered 
 
I’m sorry  
I love you 
I don’t know what 
I’m doing 
 
scraps 
for my scrap 
book 
 
we’re all in 
the same water 
after all 
 
I will be dying 
and so will you 
and so will everyone 
here 
 
knowing you don’t know 
is the first step 
to knowing 
you know 
 
so I chose a film 
just by chance 
where one of the characters 
moves to Berlin 
where Sean lived 



pieces 
 

death comes faster  
than you think 
 
I’m trying to think 
of what’s good 
and by good 
I mean 
going right 
going well 
 
I can’t think of much 
that maybe sounds harsh 
 
this is life 
 
Philip Seymour Hoffmann 
was 47 
Graham 49 
and Sean 50 
 
it’s a play about death 
 
he’s breaking 
the fourth wall 
 
there is no fourth wall 
I’m getting cold 
 
I cried a little  
before 
 
I cried with Sean 
listening to Johnny Cash 
 
a man 
who is already  
dead 
where is everybody? 
mostly dead 
 
life rips us to 



jerk spicey 

lucifer on sky with demons 

Imagine Satan. 
Buck, salad neck, 
behind which salt practises its salt nature.  
An angel without any hot takes, 
sans angles. Imagine Channel 4 Lucifer. 
 
Labour: 
hold my serum: an Apple Tango 
plucked clear by bug-lace, by ant dressage. As vials of chrissom oil as it were 
diminishing in ratio with  
anti-Semitism frass's fine heaps 
streaming in Je Corbies nostril's hook. 
 
Traverse so peaceful steps 
from one colour to the next, an 
Overton Window lavished as a ligature across one's own flanks' very ovaries, 
immured in my 
apple flesh only my child's cold ripens, 
only my tummy rumbles, 
Conservative hold. 
 
Plucked clear by will of taste, colour, 
strength, beauty, roundness, seed. 
Absent of all God painted, present everything 
an apple is. A Granny Delicious pulsing from its spiral shell. Apple, apple slung one 
furlong long 
over shoulder.  
Burp an apple of its apple nature, 
snail flesh stalk leaf BNP hold and 
Imagine Satan,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
a Satan anger 
behind which salt practices its salt nurture: hold my 
breath, an angel without angelness, 
a poem 
that has revised itself out of sound, 
has sized gale width to batter inside Granny Delicious and turn. 
Imagine, rhyme, concordance, 
oyster sauce dip, pincers 
SPRING ROLLS AROUND 
Corbies of Desolation SNP gain,  
Unison a scab, nationalise borders 
Imagine, rhyme, nationalise concordance and spit, 
Absent of all God spoke of, present everything 
A poem is. 
                            The law I say, the Law 
Is? 
What is Lucifer 
An emperor with no clothes 
No skin, no flesh, no heart 
An emperor! 
  
 

 

  



samantha walton 

two poems from bad moon 

no one has time to be clever 
to make considered remarks on the landscape 
i must take tea, hot & dispersed 
i must eat biscuit, age in cool proximity 
shout out at random things like 
the fog is poisoned! 
the fog, curling through the lock 
the caryatid press of it 
thick in nose & throat 
the heavy parse of industry 
oil, cleaving to the gut 
scent in the deepest cell 
 
 
it’s not anyone’s job to contain metaphors 
work cure into the bad sonnet 
economies of language foaming on the break 
each gesture of intention 
parts waves 
brazen, apocalyptic 
my love for brackish water 
like your tolerance of childish men is 
gilt on the drowned world 
a boulevard of dead movies 
their stars sketched on slate 
 
 


